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**INTRODUCTION**

A contradiction resides deep in the heart of modern society. On the one hand, we inhabit a world increasingly dominated by science and technology, one where the progress of scientific knowledge and technical efficiency seems without end. On the other hand, there also exists a deep-seated opposition to scientific knowledge and to science itself as a form of knowledge. A trend has been gathering momentum in modern culture away from science as a means to think about human affairs and an approach to truth. Although technology and technological forms of rationality have transformed our world, hostility toward science as a method and as a way of comprehending the social and natural world has emerged as an obstacle to a more humane and more democratic society. From religiously motivated arguments against the teaching of evolution in public schools to the denial of climate change, new-ageist espousals of alternative medicine, the regular distortion or dismissal of social-scientific data, outlandish claims about the effects of vaccinations or the fluoridation of water, and widespread basic ignorance about concepts such as “theory” or “evidence,” anti-science viewpoints are becoming more and more manifest in our daily lives.

This trend is one that we call here “anti-science,” and it is characterized by more than a skepticism of science as a body of knowledge about the natural world; it is also a hostility toward the very notion that objective truth claims can be defended. The anti-science attitude predisposes one to view science—as a mode of inquiry—as belonging solely to educated elites, who use it to “disenchant” the world and to control those with differing worldviews, particularly those, for example, who find their identity in knowledge that comes through nonscientific means. This anti-science position has its roots not only in the populist anti-climatic of the
as to navigate more treacherous realms ahead, inner and outer? It seems our shoddy modern versions of Odysseus are determined to plug their ears to the voices of objective reason too.

CHAPTER 9
BACK TO THE FUTURISTS:
ON ACCELERATIONISM LEFT AND RIGHT
LANDON FRIM AND HARRISON FLUSS

INTRODUCTION

There are two basic strategies for undermining science: the honest and the subversive. Traditionally, social conservatives have seen scientific knowledge as a threat to their faith-based and hierarchical worldview, substituting a godless nihilism for traditional virtue. American history is full of examples of this "open and honest" conflict. The Scopes Monkey trial of 1925, for example, pitted conservative Christians against the teaching of Darwinian evolution in schools. The bizarre debate between Ken Ham (of the Creation Museum) and Bill Nye, on the biblical flood myth, is a more recent example of the same.1

But by the late twentieth century, the Christian Right's strategy began to change. Rather than attack science directly, they attempted to muddy the waters of scientific discovery by expanding the definition of science itself. No longer would science be defined as a worldly tool of the devil. The strategy now was one of subversion. Their rhetoric was aimed at freeing science from secular constraints, i.e., the "secular-humanist" worldview. This change of strategy is well illustrated today by the so-called "Discovery Institute," which advocates the teaching of Intelligent Design, or "ID theory." This institute accuses Darwinian evolutionists of pre-
suning materialism and atheism, while prejudicially excluding the God hypothesis. As one open letter put it, mainstream scientists push "agnosticism upfront but atheism through the backdoor." ID theorists thus position themselves as even more scientific than the mainstream establishment. They feign a radical openness to all hypotheses and pretend not to be wedded to any particular metaphysics. Yet the true purpose of this supposed openness is merely to smuggle in theistic doctrines that they had, in fact, settled on ahead of time.

This strategy of subversion is analogous to another—superficially quite different—tendency relevant today. Accelerationism is an aesthetic, cultural, and political trend that seeks to speed up the processes of technology and capitalism in order to radically transform society. Specifically, it has impacted today's political scene, marked as it is by the alliance of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and right-wing libertarianism—embodied in influential figures like Peter Thiel, the cofounder of PayPal and an early adviser to the Trump administration. Accelerationism, in this right-wing form, gives voice to popular white resentment about economic stagnation and the welfare state but wraps this sentiment up in a shiny, futuristic package.

The term "accelerationism" is often identified with the "neo-reactionary" ideas of Nick Land. Through him, accelerationism has influenced the more popular alt-right discourse. Recently, even sections of the political Left have adopted accelerationist ideas, producing works such as the Accelerate Manifesto, the Xenofeminist Manifesto, and the #AInWoke Manifesto.

Demographically, the accelerationist has little in common with the stereotyped image of the Bible Belt Christian. The former are culturally technophilic, identifying primarily with cybernetics and programming. They emerge from a political economy marked by global world trade, increased automation, off-shoring, and its correlate—the algorithmization of industry (e.g., Uber, Airbnb, and Amazon). Accelerationist buzzwords reproduce the lingo of Silicon Valley: going viral, creative disruption, full automation, and "lines of flight." In their right-wing form, they tend to identify with venture capitalists such as Elon Musk and Peter Thiel, and are sympathetic to right-libertarian politics, which enable all of the above. In their left-wing variants, they fetishize technology for its supposedlyPromethean ability to emancipate humanity, rather than a traditional focus on labor.

Whatever their political allegiances, accelerationists mirror the financialization of the economy, where information is cast as the main source of value. Emphasizing free and dynamic creation, speed, and the disruption of established norms, they romanticize science for its liberatory potential. At the same time, accelerationists seek to sever scientific exploration from its proper moorings—that is, an Enlightenment worldview marked by intelligible natural laws.

Enlightenment rationalism is at loggerheads with the accelerationist's insatiable desire to overcome all limits to human and natural existence. Accelerationists therefore adopt the subversive strategy common to Intelligent Design theorists. Rather than opposing science directly, accelerationism poses as its most loyal friend, claiming only to "liberate" science from any constraining metaphysical rules. Repudiated is lawful causality, derived from the Principle of Sufficient Reason, and the Cartesian notion of physically extended objects, which exist independently of human perception. In its place is set an anarchic, will-based vision of the world that is radically contingent. Pure potentiality takes the place of comprehensible reality. A dizzying universe marked by unlimited, open possibilities takes the place of an intelligible universe bound by intelligible natural laws.

This accelerationist gambit to "liberate" science is no less harmful than the one affected by sophisticated religious fundamentalists. For the Enlightenment worldview is no straightjacket to science; it is rather its indispensable backbone. In the absence of a lawful universe of mind-independent objects, empirical data loses all its meaning. Such points of data evaporate into nothing more than emotive declarations. What counts as evidence can be endlessly redefined to suit the political program of the moment, blurring the distinction between fact and fancy, and between science and mere faith.

The accelerationist seeks to overturn the Einsteinian/Spinozist vision of the world, wherein "God" is identical to objective Nature, and "divine decrees" are simply the immutable laws of the universe. Einstein's God
"does not play dice." But the accelerationist rebellion against such rationalism insists upon something far more romantic, voluntaristic, and in the end, literally super-natural. To Einstein's dictum that "God does not play dice," the accelerationist echoes Niels Bohr's pithy response: "Don't tell God what to do!"77

ORIGIN STORY

To understand accelerationist politics, it is useful to trace its nineteenth-century origins and development. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein epitomized this century's synthesis of romanticism and science. Subtitled The Modern Prometheus, it depicts a scientist who flouts the mechanical worldview of the Enlightenment. In combining experimentation with the occult arts, Victor Frankenstein escapes both the norms of science and of civilization. In overcoming "ordinary science," he takes the place of God, as the creator of intelligent life, i.e., Frankenstein's monster.78

This God-like elevation of human will is likewise the touchstone of Friedrich Nietzsche's philosophy, another key figure in the accelerationist's pantheon. Crucially, Nietzsche's infamous declaration that "God is dead," is not so much a theological statement as it is a sociopolitical one—hence its relevance for today's politics. God is dead because "we killed Him" through our popular disbelief. God's death thus signifies the absence of any objective standards or moral authority outside of man himself.79 We should recognize the sweeping nature of this claim. Nietzsche's death of God not only denies a supernatural arbiter of truth and morality but moreover denies any objective standards whatsoever. Only the strong-willed individual is left to create order out of this anarchic world; they become creators ex nihilo.

The effect of Nietzsche's anti-morality is to condemn the virtues of empathy, compassion, and egalitarianism. Rather than objective moral goods (there are none), these are merely the rationalizations of weak people trying to cope with an inherently hostile, amoral, and chaotic world. Nietzsche subsumes these false virtues under the rubric of 'slave morality,' and traces their lineage from Rabbinic Judaism to modern democracy and socialism.80 Only the free spirit, who has overcome slave morality, is fit to affirm life as it truly is, and to rule over those weaker souls that constitute the vast majority. The political program that emerges in Nietzsche is one of aristocratic hierarchy and authoritarianism: The unthinking obedience of the masses is the material fodder for the unguided, free creativity of the very few at the top.81

The phrase "accelerate" appears in Nietzsche's late notebooks (the Nachlass). Here, Nietzsche anticipates another key feature of accelerationist thought: the idea that progress will be accomplished only through a total crisis and the absolute degradation of humanity. It is the logic of modernity—in all of its decadence—that needs to be exacerbated in order for something new to be born. Nietzsche calls for "accelerating" the leveling tendencies of modern life, to the point where nothing permanent or stable remains.82 The last men and women of history will be utterly defenseless, obedient, and sheeplike. Out of this degraded ash-heap of civilization, new masters arise to dominate the herd from above. Hence, in Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra, the assemblage of mediocrate townspeople say to the prophet: "Give us this last human being, oh Zarathustra... make us into these last human beings! Then we will make you a gift of the overman!" In other words, the townspeople ask to be subjugated, in order to pave the way for a dominating tyrant.83

BIRTH OF A (FUTURIST) NATION

Nietzsche's philosophy of the future subsequently inspired a whole generation of turn-of-the-century and interwar thinkers. These writers reacted to intensified industrialization and the specter of global conflict. While not all explicitly adopted the label "Futurism," they each emphasized a total break from modernity, whether scientifically, aesthetically, or politically. Together they anticipated, and were a bridge to, late twentieth-century accelerationism. In Italy, the standard bearer of futurism was Filippo Tommaso Marinetti.84 His writings divinized items of tech-
nology, from electric lamps to steam engines, factory furnaces, and cars. In many ways, this anticipated the very sort of technology-fetish endemic to technoscience discourse today. Consistently, Marinetti valorized the attributes of velocity, virility, and ecstasy. He even waxed romantic about his car, what he called a “vehement God of steel,” in his poem “To my Pegasus.” Here, Marinetti personifies his car as rushing “vulgarously… into Infinite freedom,” and even sexualizes it with the amorous request, “I am at your mercy… Take me!… Take me!”

Like Nietzsche before him, Marinetti’s worldview is scrupulously amoral. In place of any universal, humanistic ethos, there is only the sublime aestheticization of politics. This is particularly evident in the Italian futurist’s love for war. For it is in war that a masculine will to dominate is most spectacularly showcased:

For twenty-seven years we Futurists have rebelled against the branding of war as anti-aesthetic. … Accordingly we state: … War is beautiful because it establishes man’s domination over the subjugated machinery by means of gas masks, terrifying megaphones, flame throwers, and small tanks. War is beautiful because it initiates the dream-of-metalization of the human body. War is beautiful because it enriches a flowering meadow with the fiery orchids of machine guns. … Poets and artists of Futurism! … remember these principles of an aesthetics of war so that your struggle for a new literature and a new graphic art … may be illumined by them.”

In Germany, the “reactionary-modernist” Ernst Jünger would extend this line of thought. Whereas Marinetti fetishized modern production and its commodities, Jünger looked to the material basis of these—the modern mass economy with its regimented legions of workers. Retained is the ethos of war and the pervasive amorality. But with Jünger greater attention is paid to the human subjects that carry out war and turn themselves into the fodder of modern war economies.

This is no humanism: It is not human nature that is celebrated, but rather the subjugation of human beings into something machinic and inhuman. Here we have one of the earliest anticipations of cyborg theory, where the tools of war are not merely adapted to the human form (as with a simple sword), but, on the contrary, the very nerve centers of human beings—their brains and intellects—are molded to seamlessly operate the advanced control panels of weapons systems:

In order to deploy energies of such proportion, fitting one’s sword-arm no longer suffices; for this is a mobilization (Rüstung) that requires extension to the deepest marrow; life’s finest nerve. Its realization is the task of total mobilization: an act which, as if through a single grasp of the control panel, conveys the extensively branched and densely veined power supply of modern life towards the great current of martial energy.”

People are ultimately turned into industrial commodities. Modern capitalism bursts beyond the fetters of its original liberal-bourgeois context. No longer are people the individual bearers of rights, confronting each other in the free marketplace. Jünger’s notion of “total mobilization” shifts liberal-capitalism into an authoritarian form: “States transformed themselves into gigantic factories, producing armies on the assembly line that they sent to the battlefield both day and night, where an equally mechanical bloody maw took over the role of consumer.” This picture retains the capitalist marketplace while blurring the lines between buyer and seller, what is bought and what is sold. If the nation-state becomes a great war-factory, then citizens are likewise turned into war-product, to be produced and consumed in the marketplace, now conceived as an international battlefield.

The focus is on technological innovation, divorced from the human frame, and the valorization of speed and efficiency for its own sake. As these machinic attributes are foregrounded, the universal human requirements for safety, security, and solidarity disappear into the background. And indeed, the emphasis upon the values of the machine very often comes into direct conflict with basic human decency. When the great spectacle of mass war requires both total mobilization and total destruction, even the notion of innocent civilians must be considered quaint and outdated.
Just as every life already bears the seeds of its own death, so the emergence of the great masses contains within itself a democracy of death. ... Giving out the night-flight bombing order, the squadron leader no longer sees a difference between combatants and civilians; and the deadly gas cloud hovers like an elementary power over everything that lives. But the possibility of such menace is based neither on a partial nor general, but rather a total mobilization. It extends to the child in the cradle, who is threatened like everyone else—even more so.19

What’s more, the global scale of conflict that Jünger imagines presumes a rank ordering, not just of individuals or families but of whole peoples and civilizations. Jünger’s voluntarism—or, his belief in an unbridled free will—accommodates this weltanschauung (worldview) of racial division and conflict. For a strong will cannot be bound by universal norms of human equality, but necessarily breaks through these. What’s more, there can be no guarantee that such strong wills are evenly distributed throughout the globe.

Belief in such an unbounded will would actually preclude meaningful international agreement.20 Whereas the Enlightenment rationalist can point to the intellect as the common faculty of all human beings, and a means for coming to common accord, a totally free will is just the sort of thing that defies being “common” or lawful. It is rather inherently unique, anomalous, and practical; every bit as unique as the various cultures of the world.

Jünger saw industrial society as necessarily leading toward a global civil war (with Germany hopefully taking the lead). This would ultimately result in a world-state of worker-soldiers. The problem of nihilism, that Nietzsche had previously diagnosed, would resolve itself on a heroic and planetary scale. Fascist propagandists at the time were indeed influenced by Jünger’s ideas of technological world conquest. However, Nazi leaders also thought that Jünger’s predictions in The Worker were insufficiently racial and völkisch.21

Closer to the National Socialist position was the work of Oswald Spengler, a fellow revolutionary conservative in Germany. In his book Man and Technics (1931), Spengler speaks of science as a kind of myth-making, or a free and creative pursuit.22 What’s more, the voluntarist nature of scientific praxis means that it will be carried out differently by different peoples. Of all the cultures in the world, Spengler asserts, it is the Germanic “Faustian” culture that most honestly embraces its own self-creation and affirms the dictum that “God is dead.” It is therefore amongst the Teutonic peoples that real heroism is most possible; for only they clearly perceive that there is no stable, governing Nature to discover—but only the imperative to assert one’s own will:

True, every scientific theory is a myth of the understanding about Nature’s forces, and everyone is dependent, through and through, upon the religion with which it belongs. But in the Faustian, and the Faustian alone, every theory is also from the outset a working hypothesis. A working hypothesis need not be “correct,” it is only required to be practical. It aims, not at embracing and unveiling the secrets of the world, but at making them serviceable to definite ends.23

This notion of “science as myth” resonates strongly with accelerationists today, particularly in their idea of “hyperstition.” Hyperstition is the concept that invented or contrived ideas can have real effects in the world. Doubtlessly this is sometimes true, as in the case of convincing propaganda, virtual crypto-currencies, or even garden-variety advertising. But the idea of hyperstition goes even further than this in its Nietzscheanism. It is the additional claim that all realities are but competing fictions, and that the supremacy of one narrative over another has nothing to do with its relative accuracy, but rather with the agonistic play of competing forces.24

On this view, science is necessarily undemocratic.25 It cannot be based on the inquiry of an objective world by common intelligents. On the futurist account, neither exists to begin with. Nor are the fruits of scientific and technological advance brought about with the masses in mind. Rather, scientific endeavor is the heroic act of the strong individual for their own practical ends, and their own glory:

In reality the passion of the inventor has nothing whatever to do with its consequences. It is his personal life-motive, his personal joy and sorrow. He wants to enjoy his triumph over difficult problems, and the
wealth and fame that it brings him, for their own sake. Whether his discovery is useful or menacing, creative or distributive, he cares not a jot. Nor indeed is anyone in a position to know this in advance.24

This is the very opposite of science as it is normally conceived, namely as the gradual accumulation of facts, and the testing of hypotheses, ultimately for the utilitarian benefit of mankind as a whole. To this picture of "normal science," Spengler shows only disdain. He identifies this as a mediocre sort of technics. This is tied up with a whole history of rationalism and materialism, from the French philosophe La Mettrie to the Bolshevist revolutionary Vladimir Lenin.25

Rather than technology liberating the masses from toil and drudgery, Spengler sees science as only increasing the necessary demands for labor. For again, there are no natural limits. The machines are insatiable, and they are entirely insensitive to ordinary human suffering or welfare. Not only this, but the titanic scale of industry entails that work will become ever more monotonous. Specialization renders labor incomprehensible to the workers themselves; the narrowness of each job removes its organic connection to the operation as a whole or to any finished product. Not that the true purpose of technology could be understood by mere workers anyway, as this is properly speaking a free and artistic creation of the scientist and the captain of industry.

This whole situation, then, creates a dangerous, reciprocal relationship: The inability of the worker to comprehend her own work, combined with deadening and tedious labor, produces resentment from below. This is matched by an equally strong contempt from above, on the part of the bosses, for a degraded labor force, reduced to unthinking automatism. The political corollary to all this is a monstrous authoritarianism. C. L. R. James's dictum that "every cook can govern" is necessarily rejected; the lowly worker cannot understand the whole apparatus (whether of industry or the state), let alone have an informed opinion as to its proper operation.26 Instead, Spengler's technological worldview implies a political despotism that presumes itself unquestionable before a debased, unthinking, and angry mass.

One should not think that this mutual distrust and hatred is merely a "bug" in Spengler's Right-romantic worldview. To the contrary, it is a vital tension in his system, marked as it is by constant struggle and tragedy. Technology atomizes the world. It does this not only by turning skilled craftsmen into assembly-line workers, but at the same time by undermining the traditional institutions of communal life. Much the same has been claimed on the Left, notably in the pages of the Communist Manifesto. For in the face of mass production and consumption, the halo is ripped from both family and church. Each individual becomes a producer and consumer in their own right, increasingly drawn into the mass economy and liberated (or alienated) from traditional social structures. As Marx and Engels put it, "All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with sober senses his real conditions of life, and his relations with his kind."27

But, whereas Marxists saw the tensions brought about by technology as a step toward emancipation, the same cannot be said for the fascist-minded futurists. The former see exploitation as giving rise to worker solidarity and consciousness; the latter see the contradictions as simply permanent, destructive, and ever-worsening.

However, it is precisely because of this danger that the right-futurists also saw the place for a world-savior. In the case of Spengler, the final hope for humanity came from Germany, which he saw as the nation least corrupted by materialism, hedonism, and liberalism. An analogous vision for German-led renewal was expressed by the philosopher Martin Heidegger. Never wavering in his appreciation for the "inner truth and greatness" of Nazism, Heidegger claimed that it revealed a new understanding of the "encounter between global technology and modern man."28

This all speaks to a pervasive feature of the right-wing German imagination. In wielding new technologies (the radio, the TV, the jet engine, and the V-2 rocket), the National Socialists saw Hitler as forging a new humanity out of the flames of global conflict: for "where danger is, grows the saving power also."29 This view of global conflict and renewal is at once postmodern and ancient. It posits a heroic savior figure, entirely alien to modern mass politics, and yet using the masses, along with advanced mass
production, for his authoritarian goals. After the war, Heidegger distanced himself from Hitler but retained the same messianic hope for the redemption of Europe. As he put it in the infamous Der Spiegel interview, "Only a God can save us now."  

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

The political influence of futurism was carried into the late twentieth century by a trio of influential French thinkers, Gilles Deleuze, Jean-François Lyotard, and Jean Baudrillard. Nominally on the radical Left, they would use futurist motifs to diagnose the problems of capitalism and modern anomie. They have often been associated with the tumultuous events of May 1968, where Parisian workers and students took to the streets and occupied buildings in protest. The fallout from May '68 was a reconfiguration of Left politics and a disillusionment with institutions of the so-called "Old Left," namely the French Communist Party and the Trade Unions. Contemporary theorists have labeled this trio the first of the accelerationists.33

Rather than a nationalist authoritarianism, these writers embraced, at various times, libertarian and quasi-anarchist rhetoric. They retained the futurist's exotocology—things are bad; they will only get worse; and it is in the "getting worse" that the last glimmer of hope resides. When it comes to capitalism, there is no point in merely local forms of resistance. Such parochial politics misunderstands the systematic and totalizing nature of the market. The only possibility for emancipation must come from within the logic of the capitalist economy itself. The processes of production, circulation, and inflation should be encouraged maximally. Only by "accelerating" these tendencies can the whole system of capital exhaust itself as it hits up against its own, inherent limits. To pursue an "outside" to capitalism is illusory; capitalism must instead be the engine of its own demise.

As opposed to moralizing against the ruling class from a transcendent position, these writers pinpoint the problem as one of immanent political economy and its pressure points. All of this sounds very materialist. Indeed, these French thinkers sound almost Marxist: echoing Marx's dictum that "the barrier to capital is capital itself."34 This, however, is to ignore their hidden, Nietzschean premise: a strident post-humanism. Affirming the will-to-power involves a simultaneous rejection of any common, human nature uniting all individuals. This human nature, what Marx sometimes calls "species being," would be eschewed as just another illicit "outside" to the market itself. It would be to parochially rely upon some "all-too-human" standard. Gone, therefore, is Marx's vision of a community of associated producers who comprehend the necessities of nature in order to maximize human welfare, leisure time, and material security.35

Gilles Deleuze, along with radical psychotherapist Félix Guattari, promotes a metaphysics of desire. Capitalism is (provisionally) good in that it encourages this by constantly revolutionizing production, and thereby demolishing all of the old, static forms of living and producing. The problem for them is that desire becomes "caged," insofar as the present system also throws up authoritarian structures in order to maintain itself. Think of the police, mass incarceration, organized religion, and the bourgeois family. These institutions put artificial breaks on our creativity. So, capitalism "deterioralizes" by atomizing society into individual, anomie producing and consumers; at the same time it periodically "reterritorializes" society by trying to hold everything together through repressive institutions.36

The political imperative of the day is to accelerate the process so that we can eventually break through to something new. For them, therefore, schizophrenia is the archetypical modern syndrome—surpassing all authoritarian structures for an ultimate deterrioralization. While bourgeois society demands the stable ego as the sine qua non of polite society, the schizophrenic instead follows their own uncaged desires.37

Not that this was sufficient for all accelerationist thinkers at the time. Jean-François Lyotard would critique Deleuze and Guattari's focus on the libidinal as still retaining some notion of an "outside" to capitalism. For Lyotard, there can be no sense of the libidinal apart from capitalist desire itself.38 A schizophrenic escape from market oppression will not do; One
must rather delight in the "mad destruction" that markets themselves inflict:

The English unemployed did not have to become workers to survive, they...enjoyed [le mot joué de] the hysterical, masochistic, whatever exhaustion it was of hanging on in the mines, in the foundries, in the factories, in hell, they enjoyed it, enjoyed the mad destruction of their organic body which was indeed imposed upon them, they enjoyed the decomposition of their personal identity, the identity that the peasant tradition had constructed for them, enjoyed the dissolutions of their families and villages, and enjoyed the new monstrous anonymity of the suburbs and the pubs in morning and evening.76

For his part, Jean Baudrillard would go even further, identifying the "terminal velocity" of capitalism, neither in desire nor exploitation but in death itself. The tendencies of markets to suffer inflation, especially, signifies the evacuation of all value from the capitalist system. The post-apocalyptic future of the market is therefore the precapitalist gift economy.68 This embodies Baudrillard's imagined return to an idyllic past. Premodern values will emerge to replace capitalist exchange value. Foremost of these is the aristocratic ethos of "excess." As opposed to modern economic imperatives to save, and to be efficient, the aristocratic impetus is to expend excess energy in festivals, luxuries, and, generally, the exuberant celebration of life in the struggle against death. This marks an absolute break from Marx's rational critique of political economy, which Baudrillard dismisses as merely "petit bourgeois": "At any rate, Marxism is only the disenchanted horizon of capital—all that precedes or follows it is more radical than it is."46

The preceding genealogy of accelerationism is not merely a matter of biography; rather, it outlines certain patterns of thought still present in contemporary politics, art, and science. It should be instructive that these same values have been held by conservative nationalists and post-68 French Radicals alike. For Marinetti and Deleuze, it is an anti-humanist celebration of intensity, the machine, and creative disruption for its own sake. For Jünger and Lyotard it is the identification of alienated workers

as the fodder for said machine. Finally, for Spengler and Baudrillard, it is the view that capitalism—the modern economic "machine"—ends with cataclysm, the destruction of liberal norms, and the ironic return to something premodern.

LAND AND THE CCRU (THIS IS ENGLAND)

Accelerationism came into its own during the tech-boom of the 1990s and the early twenty-first century. Responding to the fall of the Berlin Wall, French critical theory, and the 1980s cyber-punk scene, Nick Land, Sadie Plant, and their like-minded graduate students founded the Cybernetic Culture Research Unit, or CCRU for short. The Unit appropriated leftist rhetoric in criticizing bourgeois culture, patriarchy, and heterosexism; at the same time, the CCRU envisioned a futurism that abandoned socialism, or anything that would resemble a Marxist critique of capital. For them, humanism was a disease and man a "drag."54 Land and Plant's writings emphasized dynamism, flow, the machinic, and an overall vitalism, as well as the celebration of alienation as transformative beyond the merely human.59

Sympathetic commentators have called Land's writings an "anti-Logos" program.44 In other words, his discourses on science and technology reject a rationalist metaphysics. Importantly, Land never offers a direct, metaphysical argument against the principle of sufficient reason or any other rationalist tenet. He gives no proofs and makes no deductions. That, in any case, would undermine his own irationalism and be a performative contradiction. Instead, Land takes a more "pragmatic" and empiricist approach. He invokes current technologies and scientific facts in order to undermine rationalism, without ever engaging with it directly. Quantum mechanics, time travel, virtual currencies, cybernetics, and number theory are all deployed to undermine an intelligible and orderly view of the universe.

Land has a lot in common with some better known philosophers of science, including Paul Feyerabend and even Karl Popper. The latter
rejects rationalist metaphysics as necessary for empirical investigation, even taking up the label of "indeterminist." With Feyerabend, the commonalities run even deeper: These include strident statements about philosophy's inability to guide science at all; the denial of any distinction between science and mythic ritual (e.g., astrology and rain dances); a valorization of the pragmatic; as well as a general openness to "incommensurability." This is the idea that two scientific theories may be wholly incomparable since grounded in radically divergent vocabularies, and so no rational choice between them can be made. The social implication is that people holding divergent worldviews may be permanently cut off from any mutual understanding, and also, that the choice between these worldviews is one of will, rather than objective evidence or testing.

Here it is revealing to quote Land at length, especially from his essay "Qabbala 101:"

Since qabbalism is a practical programme, rather than a doctrine of any kind, its formal errors—mistakes—are mere calculative irregularities, and correcting these is actually a procedural requirement of (rather than an objection to) its continued development. It is the rational dismissal of the "qabbalistic" enterprise that is forced to take a metaphysical stance: ruling out on grounds of supposed principle what is in fact no more than a guiding "empirical" hypothesis.

Note that the mystical worldview Land is invoking here is contrasted, and celebrated, as against the rationalist, "metaphysical" stance. Whereas qabbala is a purely practical pursuit, which is self-regulating and self-correcting, rationalism requires something more: namely the belief in indisputable, self-positing, first principles. It therefore claims to be grounded in objective and universal knowledge. The dichotomy Land sets up between theory and practice is highly dramatic. And yet it conforms very well to the typical discourse in contemporary philosophy of science. Namely, the humble, piecemeal, empirical, practical investigator is contrasted to the allegedly dogmatic, overbearing, arrogant, purist—yet really myopic—rationalist. The rationalist then presumes to make durable rules for the universe without ever bothering to get her hands dirty here on earth.

Again, like Feyerabend, the distinction between science and myth—even the occult—is obliterated. For all such investigations, whatever their original motives, virtuously proceed along strictly pragmatic lines, and so will correct themselves as they go, without the need for any outside, restrictive principles to guide them:

Epistemologically speaking, qabbalistic programmes have a status strictly equivalent to that of experimental particle physics, or other natural-scientific research programmes. ... There may be no "empirical," procedurally approachable mysteries—or mysterious problems—of the kind qabbalism guides itself towards. If so, it will approach this fact in its own way—empirically, probabilistically, impressionistically, without any logical, transcendental or philosophical meta-discourse ever having been positioned to put it in its place.

Of course, Land gives far too much credit to pragmatic investigation to "self-correct." For in the absence of some grounding, rationalist principles, there can be endless explaining-away of all phenomena that seem to disprove one's core mystical beliefs. But this is nothing particularly new; the whole modern history of evangelical pseudoscience has been an absurd effort of this type. One need only recall the ways that literalist Christians dismiss carbon-dating for the age of the earth, or fossil evidence for dinosaurs preexisting human beings. There is always some supposed flaw or irregularity in the data, the equipment, or the design of the experiment to complain about.

One might imagine that empirical science itself rules out such unconvincing, fringe objections. The mainstream scientists will counter fundamentalist challenges by invoking methodological strictures. They will certify their findings, against those of their pious critics, by appeals to the "preponderance of evidence," "statistical significance," or the "repeatability" of their experiments. And they are right to do so. But this is not sufficient. For where is "evidence," "statistical significance," or the import of "repeatability" ever defined? Why are these considered important to begin with? The fundamental problem is this: Scientific methods may be legitimate, but they cannot be self-grounding. That would be viciously
circular, and put science on par with any other (internally consistent) doctrine of faith.

On the most fundamental level, the hyper-empiricism of the accelerationist denounces truth itself. For even truth can no longer be considered an overriding, permanent, and grounding value. When metaphysics is set aside, and when one no longer attempts to make sense of an objective world, all that is left is a pragmatic quest for "what works." It may be the case that seeking knowledge simply doesn't "work" as well, or is not as pleasing or convenient as asserting one's own freedom to believe. As Feynman states, the choice between incommensurable values will always be something of a free choice.

And it is of course not true that we have to follow the truth. Human life is guided by many ideas. Truth is one of them. Freedom and mental independence are others. If "Truth" is conceived by some ideologues, conflicts with freedom, then we have a choice. We may abandon freedom. But we may also abandon "Truth."  

We should not pass over this point too quickly. We have here a very revealing statement, and one which matches how the accelerationist mind frames the basic question of human knowledge. Specifically, there is a shift between what we may call a "first order" and "second order" decision. On the first order, there is a decision to be made between ultimate, incommensurable values—truth or freedom. But on the second order, we realize that this choice, itself, is a free and unguided one, entirely a product of the free will itself, rather than evidence or "sufficient reasons." The deck is stacked. A free choice between "truth" and "freedom" will always call the match in favor of the latter, and against the former.

It is then clear how the notion of hyperstition emerges from this basic skepticism about truth and objective standards. In fact, hyperstition is only pragmatism made self-aware. Once we admit that our only criterion is "what works," we are no longer impelled to search for the truth, so much as to invent it. The successful inventions are simply those that have the biggest impact.  

While this may strike some readers as consistent with progressive social values, nothing can be further from the truth. The free invention of reality is necessarily antidemocratic. As a product of the creative free will, it implies a battle for domination, rather than a common search for agreement. The questions become: Whose would narrative comes out on top? Who can shape reality most profoundly?

The implicit authoritarianism underlying the concept of hyperstition is well on display in Nick Land's 2012 work, Dark Enlightenment. Here, Land inveighs against liberal, "PC" orthodoxy, what he calls "The Cathedral." Democracy, for Land, is marked by entropy—a consumerist culture that merely reproduces itself incessantly, without ever creating anything genuinely new. Land's excessive use of neologisms help define his political imperative: It is first to transcend the "heat-death" of modern democracy, and then to seek a "bionic horizon" that not only goes beyond the "hubbub" of political deliberation but also redefines human beings as such. The foil to the Cathedral is the "Cracker Factory"—a deliberate play on words, bringing to mind not only anti-PC white culture, but also the physical "cracking up" of the establishment. Land thus combines a postmodern, tech-infused libertarianism with a virulent neofascist ideology. Rather than seeking freedom within society (as more moderate libertarians might), Land promotes an anarchy of "no voice" and "free exit," i.e., secession from modern democracy altogether.  

Hyperstition is fundamental to this sort of politics. Land appears to promote a stark realism, countering the stale ideologies of liberal democracy to the hard-nosed, empirical recognition of human inequality, including racial disparities in achievement and IQ. But he is not after "hard-truths," not really. In fact, Land's nominalized universe precludes their very existence. His ethos of "cracking up" and "breaking through" is rather about a willful and creative destruction. Land wants to insert new, governing myths in place of the presently hegemonic ones. The bad egalitarianism of democracy, for Land, allows for the lazy masses to leach off the productivity of creative elites. But when this same egalitarianism breeds resentment, the masses can violently rise up. The solution, in Land's view, is a new ideology of escape—not altogether dissimilar from the notion of a
"capital strike" in Ayn Rand's better known novel, Atlas Shrugged. But the point is that all of this is myth-making. It is an attempt to reframe reality on different terms than the liberal, the democrat, and especially the Marxist. In particular, it is a ploy to engage people's imaginations, and so to change their minds about the ultimate sources of value. Whereas the Marxist will promote a "labour theory of value," Land recasts workers as merely the passive fodder for novel, techno-industrial creations.54

LEFT-ACCELERATIONISM (LEFT BEHIND)

Given the grim history of futurism, might it nonetheless be possible to redeem this tradition for an emancipatory politics? To be sure, attempts to found a "left-futurism" are almost as old as the term itself, and were especially manifest in prerevolutionary Russia.55 But today, a left-accelerationism is once again en vogue. A myriad of Left blogs, academic symposia, gallery exhibitions, and political manifestos, each drawing on Land's writings, have proliferated over the last decade.56

While diverse in their rhetoric and particular aims, these initiatives tend to coalesce around a handful of specific themes. First of all, there is the rejection of a failed folk-politics, i.e., small-scale, non-hierarchical attempts to change whole systems at the local level. This rejection is born out of the failures of the Occupy movement and similar micro-political projects. Second, there is a critique of existing ideantarian (racial and gender) politics, which they cast as overly moralistic and given to an ethos of victimization. Instead, left-accelerationists insist upon a return to the universal, and to mass politics. They hold that world systems (such as capitalism) can only be overturned by an equally systematic opposition.

Perhaps the most important example of left-accelerationist politics comes from the work of Nick Smiciek and Alex Williams. In the #Accelerate Manifesto, and in their more recent book Inventing the Future, Smiciek and Williams try to synthesize Nick Land's techno-futurism with Marxist ideas of universal emancipation.57 Instead of Land's praise for authoritarian government and racist overtones, Smiciek and Williams promote a social democratic alternative, with demands for universal basic income, full automation, and technological progress. In contrast to much of postmodern thought, Smiciek and Williams affirm a rhetoric of modernity, rationalism, and the Enlightenment. Against the deep ecolo-gist, they reject a precious worship of nature in favor of an unbridled, Promethean mastery of the environment for human ends.

But in this Prometheanism we can see very clearly the commonalities that left-accelerationism has with the whole bloody history of futurist thought. Specifically, it is the mastery of the Will over Nature that is celebrated and valorized. While left-accelerationists maintain a facade of Enlightenment universalism, they in fact distance themselves from the actual positions of Enlightenment-era thought, especially the determinism and objectivity of Spinoza and the French materialists. Indeed, their supposedly "mass politics" is marked by the same notion of hyperstition as is seen in the recreational works of Nick Land. For them, there is no one intelligible world that can be grasped universally. There is only the agonistic context of incommensurable worldviews—each considered "universal" from the inside, but nonetheless in constant competition with one another.58

This tracks very closely to the left-accelerationist notion of freedom. For them, freedom must be considered a "synthetic enterprise" and never a "natural gift."59 This is to say that human freedom is not based on some objective and universal view of human nature as such. It is rather something volitional and invented. The rhetoric of Smiciek and Williams around freedom initially sounds conventionally left wing. Freedom is not merely "freedom from" outside restrictions (as the classical libertarian might assert), but is instead the "freedom to" pursue one's desires. But in this, the left-accelerationist tips their hand, for desire, itself, is entirely ungrounded, improvisational, and indeterminate. Who is to say what counts as a proper yearning or inclination? To answer such a question with any certainty at all would require an appeal to something like human nature. But this is precisely what the left-accelerationist rejects. In its place, there is only this aforementioned conflict of worldviews and value systems, that is, incommensurable definitions of desire.60
Their's is at most an existentialist sort of "humanism," or, to use their phraseology, a "humanism that is not defined in advance." The creative will take the place of any intelligible nature in its open-ended quest for self-definition. Much the same can be said for left-accelerationist takes on racial emancipation and feminism. Drawing on Land's early collaborator, Sadie Plant, they deny knowing what it is to be a woman, and insist instead on an open-ended "evolution" of what women's liberation could mean:

It's always been problematic to talk about the liberation of women because that presupposes that we know what women are... It's not a question of liberation so much as a question of evolution—or engineering. There's a gradual re-engineering of what it can be to be a woman and we don't yet know what it is.60

This approach certainly has some distinct benefits. For one, it avoids what Srmic and Williams term "parochial humanism," i.e., illicitly substituting Eurocentric and masculinist conceptions of the human for a universal essence.61 Problematically, however, the left-accelerationist lacks any objective values against which to judge their vaunted "evolution" or "engineering" as either progressive or retrograde. In this, they default back into the very sort of parochialism they claim to oppose. For there are only the particular twists and turns of an evolutionary story, and the particular historical moments therein. Never is there a trans-historical standard to evaluate these moments: "The universal, then, is an empty placeholder that hegemonic particulars (specific demands, ideals, and collectives) come to occupy."64

For the accelerationist, our "self-engineering" implies a degree of conflict and alienation. We only create ourselves within a particular social nexus. If workers are exploited under capitalism, then this very exploitation is defining of who they are, and who they may choose to become. But here a crucial difference must be noted between the left-accelerationist, on the one hand, and the classical Marxist on the other. For the Marxist, exploitation may well be productive of worker emancipation. If work becomes ever more specialized and centralized, if hours and conditions deteriorate, and if wealth becomes concentrated in ever fewer hands, this may well give rise to class consciousness. Yet this is because such conditions are an assault on a common human nature itself. The need for meaningful work, and social collaboration are part and parcel of what it is to be a human being, and so inhumane conditions may be a spark for class revolt. But the point is that emancipation, on the Marxist view, involves reclaiming the proper life-conditions for human beings, and also developing their innate capacities. This is why emancipation is not only a material development but, at the same time, a moral imperative.

On the left-accelerationist view, however, there can be no human essence, no "species being," considered apart from alienation. Alienation not only defines our circumstances at a particular historical juncture but actually defines the totality of who we are:

There is no authentic human essence to be realized, no harmonious unity to be returned to, no unalienated humanity obscured by false mediations, no organic wholeness to be achieved. Alienation is a mode of enablement, and humanity is an incomplete vector of transformation. What we are and what we can become are open-ended projects to be constructed in the course of time.65

Why one should embark on such a project at all remains an open question. So too does this project's specific agenda. The left-accelerationist claims to promote gargantuan leaps in technology so that the working day can be radically shortened, or even eliminated. Yet one may ask why they would not just as easily take the opposite view, such as the right-futurist Oswald Spengler. As we saw, for him there will be no relief from long working hours; the new, gargantuan machines will simply be manned by ever greater scores of workers, reduced to a state of unimaginable hyper-exploitation. Certainly, the left-accelerationist would abhor such a grim vision, but lacking in humanist principles it is terribly unclear why.
HYPERSTITION

Snieck and Williams have inspired subsequent manifestos that further elucidate the themes of left-accelerationism. These include the Xeno-feminist Manifesto and the #AltWoke Manifesto. The former calls for a rejection of external nature as unjust, in order to make room for the cre-ative will, while the latter embraces a "post-truth" and "post-face" world to better facilitate Left political designs. The #AltWoke Manifesto takes the cultural ethos of Trump's presidency for granted, in accepting that we are plunged into a world of "alternative facts," which aligns well with the CCRU concept of hyperstition.67

There is an even deeper affinity between hyperstition and what we find in something as pedestrian as Trump's The Art of the Deal. It may be uncomfortable to left-accelerationists, but hyperstition, the idea that fictions can create realities, comes awfully close to Trump's notion of "truthful hyperbole." Deals can be cut, and projects promoted, through substituting fantasy for the truth:

I play to people's fantasies. People may not always think big themselves, but they can still get very excited by those who do. ... People want to believe that something is the biggest and the greatest and the most spectacular. I call it truthful hyperbole.68

This notion of willing your way to the top with useful fictions is in fact religious in origin and, at the same time, deeply American. This is the theology of Norman Vincent Peale, that Protestant guru behind The Power of Positive Thinking, and Trump family minister.69 The Trump fam-ily's twin mantra of "Be a killer/You are a king," is simply a more vicious version of Peale's "I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me."70 Crucially, Peale's formula is in no way concerned with brotherly love or salvation. Neither is it based upon the actual existence of Christ, but rather the practical benefit of belief itself. Belief—regardless of theo-logical truth—should engender practical success in this world.

A worldview that places practical success over truth will always end up as both unscientific and undemocratic. It will be unscientific because "success" is never self-defining. The pragmatist may appear, superficially, to be a hard-nosed realist who only cares about the facts and results. But what counts as facts or legitimate results will be grounded only in an unac-countable will or decision. Feyerabend's deconstruction of science pre-vails: Science is indistinguishable from myth or, perhaps, even political propaganda. Democracy is likewise denigrated. For on this worldview collective deliberation about a common world of facts becomes impos-sible. There can only be a contest of wills, and the domination of the many by the strongest, the most vicious, and, perhaps, the most self-deluded.

In the end, what the accelerationist is up to is nothing terribly new. Despite its futuristic rhetoric, accelerationism merely resurrects an old, religious idea about the absolute freedom of the will, and its ability to create facts ex nihilo. The genuine alternative to this is, likewise, nothing new. Rather, it is rooted in Enlightenment rationalism, which argues for a materialist, secular, and determinist understanding of the universe. On the rationalist view, both science and democracy commence from the very same starting point: an intelligible world. Scientists can engage in repeat-able experiments for the very same reason that communities can extend democratic control over their economy. In each case, interpersonal agree-ment depends on there being an objective, comprehensible world beyond the whims and wills of strong personalities. And moreover, the data that scientists collect should be able to inform communal decision-making, illuminating not only the external world but also helping to further define human needs and flourishing. A democratic society thus needs science to inform its deliberations, but the sort of science adequate to this task must itself be grounded in a rationalist metaphysic.
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